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Enriching Our Communities
Being Light and Salt to the world, let’s reach out to local
communities in which our churches are located. The primary
mission of the local church is to the community around it.
Let’s tell others about God’s outrageous grace and express God’s
love through gracious actions. Let’s speak out for the voiceless,
and speak up for the vulnerable. May it be said that our churches
are well known and highly appreciated by their local communities.
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“Here I am, Lord—Use Me”
The irony of using isolation as a means
of fighting the spread of COVID–19 is
that it has highlighted how most of us are
desperate to live in a community of one kind
or another. For many, two weeks physically
alone in a hotel room sounds like hell on
earth. While we have been frustrated when
we have heard of individuals breaking
quarantine to be with family, we have also
had some sympathy for their isolation plight.
To be human is to crave contact with other
human beings.
To be Christian in relation to those we
live in community with is to love our
neighbour, to love one another.
As church we are called to engage in
love with the larger community around
us—our suburb, our town, our district
and country. In each ministry unit of our
Christchurch Diocese this engagement
is taking place to one degree or another.
My sense is that we need to step up
the engagement; that the credibility
of the gospel message in a resistant
world is increasingly going to depend on
the relationship between church
and community.
What practical acts of service to the
wider community are we seen to be
engaging in? In what ways does the
presence of our church (and other local
churches) enrich the community
around us?

To be serious about the Regeneration
of the Diocese of Christchurch
involves active work on “enriching
our communities.” We will not be
a Regenerated Diocese by focusing
inwardly on ourselves. To enhance the
possibility of Regeneration we need
to look outwards, seeing and taking
up opportunities to serve our local
communities in love.
Inevitably some calculations need to
be made. What can we do when (say)
numbers of available hands and feet are
limited? Or when the keenest among
us have already spent years tirelessly
reaching out to our neighbours? But
tackling such questions may generate
new opportunities. Chopping up
firewood might give way to visiting
homes to talk about energy efficient
light bulbs. Offering Alpha Courses to
all and sundry might refocus to offering
the Alpha Marriage Course. Recognising
our weaknesses could lead to joining
with other local churches and thus being
stronger by working together.

Credit:
www.facebook.com/corrietenboommuseum

Most importantly, the call within the
vision for Regeneration to enrich our
communities should lead to prayer.
God, what would you have us do at this
time? What is the special, even unique
contribution we your church can make
to this local community which witnesses
to your love for all humankind?
I am looking forward to what God says
back to you!

The Transitional Cathedral, Latimer Square

Further details at www.christchurchcathedral.co.nz | admin@christchurchcathedral.co.nz | (03) 3660046
SUNDAY 18 OCT: 10AM: THE ANTARCTIC SERVICE MARKING THE START OF THE 2020/21 SUMMER SEASON.
HERITAGE FESTIVAL: SEE CATHEDRAL WEBSITE FOR DETAILS OF EVENTS @ END OF OCT./ BEGINNING OF NOV.
SUNDAY 8 NOV: 5PM: THE EX-CHORISTERS’ SERVICE - all former members of the Cathedral Choir invited

†

SUNDAY 29 NOVEMBER - ADVENT SUNDAY: 7PM: THE ADVENT CAROL SERVICE. MUSIC BY THE CHOIR.
SEE OUR WEBSITE FOR DETAILS OF REGULAR SERVICES AND OTHER EVENTS COMING UP!
NOTE: SERVICE SCHEDULE MAY BE AFFECTED BY COVID 19 RESTRICTIONS
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In Brief

Expanding Choral Traditions at the Cathedral
You may have read in ‘The Press’ in July about the new girl chorister group at the Cathedral. Frank
Film, a South Island current affairs film collective, has also journaled this new initiative. The article
below recaps this unique story just as the girl choristers begin to actively participate in services at the
Cathedral. Read all about it and come along to hear them sing.
A new group of girl treble choristers is
now part of the rich choral heritage at
the Christchurch Anglican Cathedral.
Until now, only boy choristers have
been able to be part of the prestigious
Christchurch Cathedral Choir.

line will also be part of the rich choral
worship available at the Cathedral.
This has come about through the
ongoing efforts of TCGS Music Director,
Sarah Lowe, and successive Deans and
Directors of Music of the Cathedral.

Most choirs are in four voices or lines:
Soprano, Alto, Tenor, and Bass. When
children sing the soprano part, they're
referred to as trebles. The treble part
has been sung by boy trebles in the past,
but now is being shared between the
boys and the girls (on their own assigned
occasions).

The new girl choristers will be able
to enjoy the benefits of being true
professionals in every sense of the
word, singing challenging and rewarding
music, and offering their voices to God
in the regular roster of Evensong at
the Cathedral. But the unique sound
of an all–male ensemble that the boy
choristers bring, will continue as they
always have, with the girl choristers now
an additional string to the Cathedral
music bow. For the majority of services,
the boy and girl trebles will remain as
separate entities, but will occasionally
sing together for major events.

Almost 140 years ago, The Cathedral
Grammar School (TCGS) was founded
to educate boy choristers and prepare
them for further education. TCGS is
one of only two dedicated choir schools
in the Southern Hemisphere, and
the Cathedral Choir is the only fully
professional choir in New Zealand.

The Very Rev'd Lawrence Kimberley is
pleased to welcome the girls’ treble line
into the Cathedral fold, and thankful
that the dream to include girls has at last
come to fruition.

But times change, and in 1995, TCGS
launched a girls’ preparatory school
to complement the boys’ preparatory
school. But even though girls were
then part of the school, the Cathedral
“It’s great to have the girls’ treble line
Choristers were still a boys–only group.
working alongside the boys’—fantastic
that our girls can now be included in
Now, in 2020, just shy of 140 years since
the significant ministry of daily worship
the school was established, and just shy
of 25 years since the girls’ campus began, and prayer that has been offered to the
glory of God since the Cathedral was
an exciting new girl chorister treble

first consecrated (in 1881). Our music
tradition is distinctly Anglican, which
opens our hearts to the beauty and
holiness of God while filling us with
wonder and awe. All Christians are given
gifts by the Spirit, and I am excited that
our girls can now fully exercise their
gifts,” says the Dean.

Come and hear the girls sing…
• A Blessing of the girl
choristers was held on
13 September.
• Their first public service
was at 5.30pm Evensong on
Thursday 17 September.
• Their next Cathedral service
will be Thursday 22 October
at 5.30pm (where they will
join the Gentlemen of the
Cathedral Choir who will
sing the alto, tenor, and bass
parts).
• Visit the Cathedral website
to find out when they
sing again next: www.
christchurchcathedral.co.nz

A screen shot from the Frank Film piece on TCGS girl choristers singing in the Christchurch Anglican (Transitional) Cathedral. The choir is directed
by the Alex Goodwin, who is also the Cathedral Assistant Organist. You can watch the film on YouTube or on their website www.frankfilm.co.nz
Credit: Frank Film.
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In Brief | Words — Co-authored by Dr John Linker and Jo Bean

In Brief

New Home For Bishop and Centre
It’s been a long time coming, but the Bishop and the Anglican Centre
finally have a new home.
In 2021 the team will be moving
to Cardale House, a commercial
property held in trust for the Parish of
Christchurch–St Michael.
Cardale House was built with money
from Miss Effie Cardale, who was born in
Christchurch in 1873, died in 1960, and
was buried in Linwood cemetery.
Effie was a tireless welfare worker for
St Michael and All Angels Church. She
attended church daily, taught Sunday
School, undertook parish visiting,
became Secretary of the Mother’s Union
(despite the fact she was unmarried!),
and eventually was elected a member of
vestry (the first woman to be appointed)
— a leader and shaker in her times.
Her work in the wider community began
in 1914 with the Canterbury Patriotic
Fund (looking after soldiers and their
families), the Mayor’s Coal and Blanket
Fund (for the deserving poor — Oh
dear!), the New Zealand Society for
the Protection of Women and Children
(NZSPWC), Christchurch Women’s
Unemployment Committee, the Prison
Gate Mission and others. She was

a staunch supporter of women and
children and ahead of her times, she
argued that unemployed women should
have the same rights to benefits as
unemployed men. Go Effie!
“Through all these groups, she was able
to see the effects of unemployment,
and found that women and children
were often the first victims…
“Effie Cardale never married… Although
she was the daughter of a gentleman
landowner, it is said that she lacked
social graces, wore dowdy clothes and
lived frugally (although) after her death
she was found to be a very wealthy
woman.” (Te Ara Encyclopaedia of
New Zealand)
Her work on behalf of women and
children was recognised in 1949 with
an MBE. Fantastic! So it’s fitting that
this place will, in due course, house the
Anglican centre including CPT, Archives
and Theology House. I hope there’s a
giant picture of Effie up on the wall to
inspire all who gaze on her to follow her
example: to work tirelessly, and shake the
trees to find a ‘pioneering–spirit’ way!

Efficient Effie at her desk working on behalf of
the poor, women and children of Canterbury
(1944). Credit: Effie Julia Margaret Cardale.
New Zealand Free Lance: Photographic prints
and negatives. Ref: PAColl–6203–42. Alexander
Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand

In Brief | Words — Ross Seagar, CPT

Sole Care For South Brighton
Grounded Soles is a new
foot health business
venture in South Brighton.
Working with volunteers from
St Luke’s Anglican Church,
they provide affordable foot
care to those in community.

Grounded

Soles

Healthy feel foot care
Grounded Soles is a new

The Grounded Soles team equipped with
clippers and foot product joined the St
Luke’s volunteers to host a wonderful
foot clinic in South Brighton.
“It is a win–win,” say’s Rev’d Katrina.
“The community gets a great value
service, and young people in our parish
get to participate in the life of the
community, building connection and
resilience. An added bonus is that the
partnership model is also sustainable.”

foot-health enterprise that
works in partnership
with community
organisations creating

The Grounded Soles team in the St Luke’s
Church Lounge just before their first clinic in
July 2020.

affordable foot care.

The partnership between Grounded Soles
and St Luke’s is new and everyone is
looking forward to how things develop.

or book into the foot clinic

If anyone wishes to
find their nearest clinic
phone Stephanie 027 811 8615.

In Brief | Words — The Ven. Katrina Hill
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In Brief

New Eco Church Resources and Support
Great resources, ideas and simple steps to take are available to churches throughout the Diocese who
want to take the first or next steps in ‘Greening’ their parish. Eco Church NZ is co–ordinated by
A Rocha Aotearoa NZ, that aims to help church communities with the conviction that “caring for God’s
creation is an integral aspect of Christian discipleship and mission” (Eco Church NZ Strategic Plan).
The Church of England has been an active part of the A Rocha UK Eco Church movement for several
years and now the Aotearoa tribe is ‘up and at ‘em’.
“We want to enable churches to place
themselves appropriately for the 21st
century”, says Rev'd Silvia Purdie, the
A Rocha Christchurch local group
co-convenor.
“I see the Holy Spirit at work, stirring
hearts and sparking motivation—which
is exciting. Each church expresses
their care for creation in different ways.
Some churches are getting involved
with planting in local parks or around
the Peninsula. Some are enriching their
worship by honouring God’s amazing
creativity in the natural world. Some
are reducing carbon emissions by
encouraging cycling and reviewing
energy use. The link with mission and
social justice is becoming increasingly
obvious as environmental issues directly
impact on struggling communities
around the world. And our children are
leading the way with challenging us to
reduce our waste as they learn about
sustainability at school.”
Silvia says a good first step for
churches on a ‘eco’ journey is to cut
back on rubbish.

“It’s about our integrity as people of faith.
God cares about what goes out the back
door of a church just as much as who
walks in the front door, or what happens
in between. Red bin waste goes into a
hole in the ground, which is not how God
designed creation to work.”
“The problem is it all feels overwhelming.
Anxiety is just within spitting distance
(although there’s no spitting in these
COVID times!). We are all dealing with
economic issues, justice issues, health
issues, equity issues and family issues,
and just peddling to keep up. But all
God asks us to do is to see where Christ
is at work, listen for where the Spirit is
leading us, and move in faith. The last
thing churches need is more compliance
to follow. The Eco Church NZ approach
is about encouragement, connection
and resourcing, not rules and regulation,”
says Silvia.
And Silvia points out churches can
partner together to address eco issues
if that helps. “Whatever you need,
however we can help, we are here.
Come journey with us!”

Did you know?
The Government is currently consulting
on reducing the impact of plastic on
the environment. Consultation closes 4
November at 5pm. Have your say here:
www.mfe.govt.nz/reducing-impactof-plastic-on-environment
Sorting the plastic rubbish.
Credit: teksomolika/freepik
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In Brief | Words — Jo Bean and Rev’d Silvia Purdie

Want to join?
Eco Church NZ is free to join.
When your parish is ready to
explore further click the
‘Get Involved’ button or just visit
the website to learn more:
www.ecochurch.org.nz
They also have a Facebook page:
www.facebook.com/ARochaNZ
A Rocha is an international
non-denominational Christian
conservation organisation. It
works in 20 countries to achieve
transformational change for our
natural world to benefit both
people and nature. Bible studies
and other resources, including
the ‘Rich Living’ series, are
available on the A Rocha Aotearoa
NZ website: www.arocha.org.nz

Rev'd Silvia Purdie is the
A Rocha Christchurch local
group co-convenor. She
is a Presbyterian minister,
currently doing post-graduate
theology study.
To find out more about Silvia
you can also visit her webpage:
www.conversations.net.nz
or you can contact her at
christchurch@arocha.org or
phone 027 242 1113.

Open Our Eyes, Lord…
That we may see each life as you do

Therefore it’s not surprising how much
we use our eyes: getting dressed, walking,
reading, preparing food, taking care of
our children… all these things, and more,
are drastically affected by our eyesight.
Just ask a legally blind person.
So how much more does vision
impairment cost people who live in
poorer countries, for whom eye surgery
is simply out of the question due to
access, money or isolation? Here in NZ
most disabilities can be fixed, managed
or supported. In poor countries, children
with disabilities are most likely to be
isolated, shunned, and alone. They have
trouble surviving, let alone thriving
or positively participating in their
community.

“Ears that hear and eyes that see—
the LORD has made them both.”
Proverbs 20:12

cbm NZ (Christian Blind Mission NZ)
works alongside these people in the
world’s poorest places to fight poverty
and exclusion, and transform lives.

Our Story

Did you know that eyesight is
the dominant sense? That 80% of
what we perceive comes through
our sense of sight? It’s also the
most highly developed sensory
organ, with a larger portion of
the brain dedicated to vision
than any other sense.
Dr Ngabo is being trained
and supported by cbm to
help his own people.
cbm are in it for the
long term and look for
sustainable solutions.
Credit: cbm

In the poorest places, child blindness can be a matter of life and
death. It is absolutely vital the Kabgayi Eye Unit keeps operating on
children like Obed to give them the miracle of sight and help save
their lives. Credit: cbm

Drawing on over 100 years’ experience,
cbm works to break the cycle of poverty,
disability, and exclusion. They work in
20+ countries, investing in long-term,
authentic partnerships to maximise
impact through a mix of inclusive
community-based programmes, local
and global advocacy, and by providing
inclusion advice to other organisations.

Orphan turned Dr, turning
Ophthalmologist!
The Kabgayi Eye Unit (KEU) is part
of the Kabgayi Hospital located in
Muhanga District in the Southern
Province of Rwanda. The clinic
|works in partnership with cbm and
the Rwandan Ministry of Health.
From small beginnings it is now the
most productive eye unit in Rwanda,
performing approximately 6,000
surgeries every year, about 80% of all
eye surgery performed.

Currently there is a shortage of
ophthalmologists in Rwanda, but
through cbm, a local doctor, Dr David
Ngabo has begun a 4–year training
programme to train in Ophthalmology.
Growing up an orphan, Dr Ngabo was
driven to become a doctor to bless the
community that raised him. He saw the
need for vital eye surgeons and began
work in the KEU straight out of medical
school. He contributes to all kinds of
medical work but his dream is to qualify
as an eye surgeon to help save the sight
of more patients like Obed.

Our Story | Words — Dr Murray Sheard, CEO of cbm NZ

Dr Murray Sheard
is the CEO of
cbm NZ. He has
a PhD in Ethics
and Philosophy
(Auckland) and
has worked in
international
development for
over 15 years.
Credit: cbm
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Miracles
Do Occur!!!
From vision to reality,
the Youth Hub project is
coming into focus.

Our Story

Miracles do occur!
Recently Dame Sue Bagshaw
was granted $10 million funding
for her Youth Hub, from the
“Shovel Ready” government pot.
Recently Dame Sue Bagshaw was
granted $10 million funding for her
Youth Hub, from the “Shovel Ready”
government pot.
The miracle is that the Youth Hub, once
a figment of Sue’s imagination, is now a
fully-fledged project recognised as one
part of the solution for marginalised
youth in Christchurch.
Getting that funding was a huge boost
(they need to fundraise for another $10
million) and a great answer to a giant
step of faith. But Sue says they still need
another miracle.
“Please pray for our resource consent,
that it is granted, and that it goes
through Council smoothly,” Sue
requests.

An artist’s impression of the Youth Hub entrance

sense of community for the youth. After
all, giving back and listening to others
is known to be something that makes
people feel connected, which is good
for mental health and resilience – both
the young people’s and the neighbours’,”
enthuses Sue.

it’s required, God will supply it. That
advice has never let me down, and it’s
helped me to follow this Youth Hub
vision through, when others have been
sceptical ”, she smiles.
Naylor Love Canterbury Regional
Director, Graeme Earl, has been helping
Sue with this project almost from the
beginning.

The Youth Hub, from the birth of the
dream, to the milestones that have
been achieved (see the timeline on the
page opposite), has been the passion of “It’s an honour and extremely exciting to
be involved with the Youth Hub. We are
one strong and persistent lady, Dame
so eager to be moving into the design
Sue Bagshaw. She might call herself
phase of this critical community project,
stubborn, but framing this positively, I
one that will provide a huge benefit to
call her focussed and passionate.
the greater community, especially those
Sue is very thankful that to date, every
impacted by the events of the last ten
time she has stepped out in faith, God
years including earthquakes, terrorism
has provided. “Every time a bill comes
in, we have just enough money to pay it,” and the current pandemic and its
repercussions.”
she says. “It truly is a miracle.”

“We have been speaking to local land
Reliance on God, and trusting Him to
owners, neighbours and local businesses, supply what is required, is something
and there is some concern that having
Sue learned at an early age.
youth in their neighbourhood may be
noisy and disruptive.”
“I was a brand new Christian when I
joined Operation Mobilization and went
The trust has been working hard to allay
on a mission trip to do church planting in
their fears and even put forward the idea France. Every day we came together to
that there can be a positive interaction
pray for what we needed that day, and
with youth, if they choose.
then we went out and sold books to pay
for it. Each day we earned exactly what
“Imagine welcoming them and listening
we needed for the meal that night, and
to their concerns, sharing their
we didn’t go hungry.”
knowledge and helping to build a strong
What an amazing learning opportunity!
Sue reminisces that her mentor taught
her to step out in faith for small requests,
then just keep increasing that small step.

Design workshop for the Youth Hub.
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“She gave me this advice: You’ve lost
your eraser and ask God to help you
find it. That’s one small step of faith to
trust God for. Then gradually as you
gain in confidence, and you’ve prayed
so you know what you’re praying for
is in line with God’s will, then you just
keep upping the ante. Soon you can be
a fearless warrior and just know that if

Our Story | Words — Jo Bean

Youthline is a youth development organisation
assisting young people to reach their potential.
It runs a 24/7 crisis helpline with telephone, text
and web-chat support providing crisis support
as well as information and referral services.
Youthline has also expressed interest in joining
with the Youth Hub. Credit: Youthline

Timeline
1995 New Zealand’s first Youth
One Stop Shop (YOSS)
opened in Chch

2012 A Youth Hub (YH) opened in
298 Barbados St (17 providers
under one roof)
2013 The search for a permanent
home for the YH begins
2017 The YH Trust formed
2018 Anglican Care purchased land
at 109 Salisbury St for the YH
2018 YH vision work—asking youth
and other focus groups what
was required
2019 YH buildings and facilities
designed in consultation with
young people, neighbours and
partnering organisations
2019 March: The mosque shootings
Aug: Variety Concert
Fundraiser
Oct: Application for
consent underway including
discussions with local
residents.
2020 March: COVID-19 restrictions
May: Resource Consent
application submitted to CCC
July: YH granted $10mil in
Govt ‘shovel-ready’ funding
for Stage 1: supported housing
and wraparound services
Oct (Aspirational): Resource
consent approved by CCC
2021 Breaking Ground Ceremony
and construction begins
2022 Completion of construction
for Stage 1
2023/24 Stage 1 opens

Why is the Youth Hub so urgently
needed? Why does Christchurch
need a Youth Hub?
Did you know that…
• 1:5 youth experience life / health
challenges they need assistance to work
through
• 1:10 youth have at least one severe
adversity challenge to overcome
A lot stem from family stress, abuse,
parenting addicts, poverty – pray for
poverty, hopelessness, give a message
of hope. God Loves You. We can model
total acceptance that God gives us, that’s
what going to win them over and give them
hope.
Add to this:
• 2010–12 earthquakes
• 2019 mosque shootings terrorist event
• 2020 global pandemic of COVID-19
And you can see that Chch youth have had
it tough for longer than most.
Treasury says the cost of 1 person in state
care from birth to 32 yrs is $1mil.
The Youth Hub’s vision is to transition
people out of care into contributing
members of society. If 20 youth are
turned around with intervention from the
Hub, the investment in the Hub will have
paid for itself. Are our youth, the next
mums and dads, the next workers and
taxpayers, our next generation, not worth
the investment? You can donate now to
the Youth Hub project by talking to Sue or
using this Kiwibank account number: 38
9019 0612585 00.
100% of the funds raised will go
towards building the Youth Hub. Individual
donations of more than $5 qualify for a
GST rebate as we are a registered charity
(Charities No CC54728 / GST No 123 693
965)

Our Story

2010-11 Chch EQ

Yum, yum, fresh herbs and vegies! Cultivate Christchurch (CC) works with young people (not currently
in education, employment or training) to get their hands in the dirt, teaching them to grow their own
vegetables. CC has expressed interest in partnering with the Youth Hub. Credit: Cultivate Christchurch

What can we do to
help?
As well as the resource
consent, Sue would also
like us to pray for the things
required to get the project
to completion, such as:
• The building plans and
the internal design
• Cooperation with other
youth facilities such as
the YMCA, Youthline,
Cultivate Christchurch,
and more
• Raising money for
the first sections
to be delivered: the
creative arts centre, the
greenhouse, and the café
• Raising awareness of the
Youth Hub and what it
aims to achieve, a one–
stop–shop for youth who
need help be it medical,
housing, education,
finance or just a place to
belong, a safe-haven
• Breaking ground early
2021 — what an exciting
goal!
Any youth willing to
discuss with Sue her plans
and Hub configuration,
contact Sue on email: info@
youthhubchch.org.nz or
phone: 021 355 730.
She’d love to hear your views
on what is needed and how
it can be achieved.

Our Story | Words — Jo Bean
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Let Thy Kingdom Come On Earth…

Our Story

As individual Christians we know we are called to be
salt and light, changing our world—being God’s hands
and feet. But how does this work out corporately?
Should the church only be involved in the ‘spiritual’
aspects of demonstrating and implementing God’s
Kingdom on earth or be more ‘practical’?

Very early on the church found a need to be involved
in ‘unspiritual’ community care. Deacons, like Stephen
were appointed to distribute food and see to the needs
of the poor and vulnerable—while other parts of the
church got on with the ‘spiritual’ aspects of prayer and
Bible teaching.
I think it is telling that God’s first martyr was a
community worker. I think it is also telling that Jesus'
parable of the sheep and goats, as well as many
Old Testament scriptures, tie in Godliness with
practical care of the poor, needy, orphans, widows,
vulnerable and foreigners living amongst us. God’s
Kingdom is ‘spiritual’ and ‘practical’.
Skip forward 2000 years and how is the Anglican
Church engaging in the practical side of its spiritual
duties? Well for starters it is employing people like me
as community workers.
The Christchurch City Mission is reasonably well
known. What is less well known is the Mission’s
community development arm—which has community,
health and social workers (and others) deployed
throughout Christchurch providing practical care and
services.
In my case the Mission has partnered with a
community organisation (Linwood Resource Centre)
by providing two workers to support the LRC’s
programs. As a community worker I am tasked with
helping people reconnect with their communities.
Specifically I run a Community Workshop / Men’s
Shed on behalf of the LRC. My role also encompasses
helping in the house, helping in the community garden,
working co-operatively with other organisations and
being part of the wider development team.

God’s Kingdom is both practical and spiritual. ‘Free Kai’ for neighbours to take
and leave is available at the Linwood Resource Centre Community Food Pantry.
Credit: Supplied

My Mission co–worker runs programs in the
community house, including cooking groups, craft
groups, games groups, meals, meetings and pretty
much anything else that comes up. For example today
we ran a ‘How to Zoom’ course aimed at reducing
isolation during lockdowns. We also have a co-worker
who is employed by the LRC directly, running the
community gardens.

BLUEPRINT
more than ink on paper.

PROUD TO
PRINT FOR
ANGLICAN
LIFE

19/21 Gasson Street, Christchurch | 03 348 0538 | julie@blueprintmedia.co.nz | blueprintmedia.co.nz
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Our Story | Words — Shane Hollis

So how does this look today? Here are
some examples.
One of our community members has
a sick wife he cares for and as such he
doesn’t have a lot of time to get out
and make connections with people.
He first came to us wanting to grow
vegetables to supplement their meals
so we helped him get a plot started in
the community gardens.
As he weeded and dug and sowed and
watered… he got to know us. He would
come into the house for a cuppa, join
our communal morning teas and got
talking. As we became trusted friends
he told us he couldn’t cook and a lot of
his meals were take-away based. He
wanted to fix this.
So my co-worker started a cooking
group where community members
made meals together with veges from
the garden. This also spawned a simple
cook book. We are about to start our
second round of lessons.
This member has now also found ways
to give back to others. Veges he has
grown are now part of a neighbouring

"As you sent me into the world,
I have sent them into the world”
(Jesus, as recorded in John 17:18)

organisation’s community meals.
He has social connections, accesses
resources like tools at the shed, grows
food and both his and his wife’s lives
have been enriched.
Another community shed member
came to us on day release from
Hillmorton. They had no wood
working skills but wanted to learn.
The first few times they turned up they
literally had panic attacks getting to us.
However we are used to things like this,
and a cup of tea, reassurance and time
turning wood into art got past the fear.

Our Story

So how does all this activity foster
community, and what does it have
to do with God’s Kingdom? Jesus
Himself demonstrated God’s practical
Kingdom when He defined His
ministry as “the blind receive sight, the
lame walk, the lepers are cleansed, the
deaf hear, the dead are raised, and the
good news is proclaimed to the poor,”
(Luke 7:22). Most of those things are
‘unspiritual’, practical things.

St Michael’s
Your school at the
heart of the city

This member’s confidence has grown.
They now have a job. Initially it was
cleaning one day a week but that’s
now grown to working with kids’
programs several days per week. We
have watched as this person stayed
out of hospital and they now are
visiting other sick members of our
community offering friendship and
encouragement. And it all started with
banging nails into wood.
As Anglicans we know that God’s
Kingdom grows from small things,
like nails, a meal and a cuppa!!!

32 years ago Shane Hollis encountered
Jesus and struck up a friendship that
endures to this day. Like his mate, Shane
enjoys wood work, using it in his job as a
Linwood community worker to provide
skills and a place to belong. Shane has
connections to St Tim’s, St Stephen’s,
the City Mission, and Theology House.
He’s also bi-lingual fluent in both kiwi
and I.T. He is blessed with a wife to help
keep him out of trouble, four kids to keep
him humble and a bee hive to keep him in
honey. He likes thinking about God-stuff
and writing.

✓ Co-educational, Years 1-8
✓ Small classes
✓ Specialist teachers
✓ Musical excellence
✓ Christian values
✓ Traditional classrooms
✓ Academic rigour
✓ Before & after school care
✓ Central city location
✓ Easy access

OPEN DAY
TUES 3 NOVEMBER
registrar@saintmichaels.co.nz
www.saintmichaels.school.nz
249 Durham Street
379 9790

Our Story | Words — Shane Hollis
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Structured to Engage
Simple steps to intentionally meet your neighbours.
A good friend recently said this:
“We are perfectly structured to
accomplish the present results
we achieve.”

Our Story

It’s one of those sticky phrases
you remember. It doesn’t need
translation. It removes excuses
and call us to intentionality.
Focusing on Kingdom business
is akin to growing tomato
plants; laterals suck energy and
don’t produce tomatoes!
We must use our resources to be
effective in Kingdom business.
In worshipping God and being
an authentic community where
we support, love and grow in
Jesus, we also must be about a
redemptive call as God’s people
to “make” disciples,” to reach
our communities with our one
hope, Jesus.

Here at St Christopher’s the parishioners
and I are working on being intentional
and structuring our parish to engage
with people from across our community.
So in a context where the programme or
vehicle of outreach is mere opportunity,
we strive to build meaningful
(redemptive) relationships, and share
life. Most of us are familiar with
Mainly Music. It’s a great programme
standing the test of past decades. It
can be a popular programme, plus a
relationship incubator, where people in
the community share life with Christians
(mums and team running it), beginning
meaningful redemptive relationships. It
can be a ‘stepping stone’ on the road to
meeting God and coming to trust Jesus.
It’s simple really. We began
brainstorming how to create Mainly
Music events and programmes to
engage people in our community! It can
be for any generation, and be a one–off
taster event, a short-duration course,
or ongoing. It gets people engaging and
finding God, church and Christians
relevant. If this church, the people, that
is, disappeared, we would hope the
community would rise up and demand
our return.

In a former era of my ministry, I helped
churches and movements become
more effective at just this, in our post
everything world. We face challenges
the church did not perceive as recent as
25-30 years ago. We’re in a post-modern,
post-enlightenment, post-Christian,
secular yet pluralistic world. PostChristendom is much harder to engage
than pre. It’s hard missiology (the study
of mission)! Our God story isn’t framed
within our culture any longer. Our
neighbours simply never encounter us,
other than the mostly more notorious
examples in the news. One of the
realities we find is that most churches
(greater than 90%) spend most of
their resources (greater than 90%)
on post-conversion ministry. In other
words, on ministry and worship within
their congregations, and very little on
engaging people who don’t yet know
Christ. The result?—aging and shrinking
churches. It’s akin to farming—we have
to have a production system that has an
ongoing harvest each year.

So we’re intentionally structuring
for a different result. Some of our
pilot endeavours include our ongoing
Mainly Music and Little Dove (weekly
drop-in community space for a game
of Mahjong and/or conversation), as
well as experimenting with some new
endeavours (outlined below and right):

1.

Uni-chef, Life After Noodles:
This is for young adults bored with
ramen noodles and spag-on-toast. They
came for a fun night, eating and making
affordable, healthy and, critical for them,
fast-to-prepare meals. We ran this for
four weeks during Uni term time.

2.

Movement and Music: This targets
seniors and people with limitations.
They gather and have fun being healthy
and safe for their situation, developing
physically, mentally and relationally.
We ran this for five weeks and it was so
popular, it’s now a regular weekly event.
Having two instructors who know body
and brain, balance and toning safely,
they facilitate a great time with music
and dancing and then we host an equally
important morning tea. The success
of this model is that forty per cent
of the attendees are from within our
congregation, but the other sixty
per cent are invited by them, and they
come together.

Fun, Fitness and Fellowship all in one: all seniors are welcome to attend the popular ‘Movement and
Music’ classes!
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Our Story

ESOL classes are well attended and a great gateway to church community.

3.

Parenting in 20/20: this play on
words is three evenings over three
weeks, where parents experience an
interactive conversation on parenting.
Our parish is in an area populated with
a significant number of immigrants
who feel isolated from family support
and mentoring, so we’re seeing a lot
of interest. Fantastic! And we plan
to follow this up in early 2021 with a
parenting teens seminar.

6.

Community Food Pantry: Along
with two additional churches in our
suburb, we formed a food pantry for
the growing economic situation we now
find ourselves in—COVID–19. Previously
the people in our neighbourhoods
would not have been classed as food
vulnerable, but the situation is bringing
this challenge to our doorstep.

We sought funds from the Crown
and other local avenues to create and
supply the food pantry. We’re amazed
at the local and congregational support
for this, and we are still sustaining our
usual support for St Ambrose Anglican
Mission in Aranui. At this time, we
expect it to be a temporal mission for
this current economic season (1–2 years).

4.

ESOL Classes: Having a significant
immigrant population, this has
proven very popular, with 57 enrolled in
either morning or evening classes each
week. Both the educators and the small
group leaders are parishioners. We’re
already seeing people assimilate into our
church and people coming to faith as a
result. Praise God.

5.

School Holiday Programme:
Providing quality fun holiday
activities is highly sought after today in
working- or single-parent homes. We
don’t hide or apologise for including
God in our programmes, yet they are
grounded in fun and a great investment
in the kids. Effectively, we’re re-growing
what was an important ministry in the
past. Making it affordable has caused
great interest.
Community food pantry to help parishioners and any family/friends of parishioners who are food
vulnerable. But it’s all about the relationships this generates, not the food.

Our Story | Words — Rev’d Michael Brantley, Avonhead
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Structured to Engage continued
Other pilot endeavours include:

Our Story

• Providing information and open
space to explore current topics:
In Aug/Sept we ran two referenda
symposia on marijuana and
euthanasia, bringing in advocates
for and against each referendum,
on two nights, with discussion
and conversation.
• St Francis’ Blessing the Animals:
While not a new idea, the
posture difference is parishioners
owning that they are the secret
ingredient—bringing along their
friends provides opportunities
to further enhance existing
authentic relationships. We cannot
underestimate people’s love of
their pets and a desire to celebrate
and ask God’s favour.

• Post-COVID-Lockdown Service
of Thanks: This was a simply joyful
yet humble service where we
acknowledged the journey and the
blessings, and prayed for God
to protect and to bring this to a swift
end.
• Scotch Tasting Event: Look away any
teetotallers! This was an inspired
event where we invited men to come
along and enjoy ongoing and new
relationships together over a good
Scotch. The Scotch was just an
excuse really! It was tremendously
fun and we’re working on what the
next ‘session’ might look like. Bring it
on!

This might seem a lot—but we have more
in the diary for the next six months! We
don’t run short of ideas and opportunity,
only time and people, and yes, those
resources are critical. Funding for a good
chunk of this has come from external
sources—using city and government
funds and trusts has been terrific. We’re
not shy about learning from each funding
application we submit what works, and
applying that to other applications. It’s a
skill we are developing.
So what have we learned? While early
days, we’re already seeing people coming
to faith, assimilating into the life of our
church and many more on a journey.
Our upcoming challenge will be working
on how we provide stepping stones
that meet the people’s needs (to assist
them to step from being interested to
engaging with Christ). We find ourselves
needing life group leaders right now—a
great challenge to solve! The latest
Alpha material, excellent when done
well in the context of redemptive
relationships, is definitely part of our
plan. We’re discerning if we need a
“pre–Alpha” element where people
can ask questions that come before
Alpha, like “is there a god at all and if
so, which one?” We’re not experts, but
any success in these programmes comes
from our people loving those right in
front of us, and becoming intentional in
engaging and journeying with them. We
hope this encourages you to give some
ideas a go in your own context.

Rev’d Michael Brantley is the
Vicar at St Christopher’s Church
in Avonhead. Michael came to
us from the Wellington Diocese,
where he served in Diocesan and
parish roles. Michael has been
a pastor/priest and a missionary
in post-Christian contexts in
NZ, Australia, UK, USA and
some European and Asian
countries. Michael and Susanne
have three adult sons:
Adam, Logan, and Jay.
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Surfing with the Spirit
A world first right here in Sumner

Our Story

The serenity of a glorious sunrise breaking across Pegasus Bay (seen from SEHR deck). To God be the Glory! Credit: Supplied

The Place:

The Purpose:

Who is it for?

Perched on the edge of Scarborough Hill
in Christchurch is one of our Diocesan’s
unique treasures. Sister Eveleen Retreat
House (SERH) was built in the 1920s
and occupied by a sister with the
Community for the Sacred Name called
Sister Eveleen Barklie, until her death in
the late-1930s. Sister Eveleen graciously
bequeathed the house to the Anglican
Diocese of Christchurch to be used as a
‘house of spiritual help and prayer’ and
has been home to many retreatants over
nearly a century of service. The house
sat empty for a number of years after
the Christchurch earthquakes but has
recently been renovated and put into
the hands of a new director and
governing board.

Over the summer of 2021, we want to
bring together two of the best things
about Sister Eveleen Retreat House:
(1) its mission as a house of spiritual
help and prayer, and (2) its proximity
to a beautiful surf beach. So why not
plant a ‘Surf Monastery’? Now we need
some people to come and help make it a
reality. Between January and April 2021
we’re asking people to come and stay
for four weeks at a time as residents.
Residents will be charged a reduced
rate ($295 per week which will include
dinner), and will both participate in the
Surf Monastery and help run it.

• The ideal resident for the Surf
Monastery will be someone looking
to deepen their relationship with
themselves and God first and surf
second. Perhaps you had wanted to
go on an overseas adventure in 2021
and are now looking for something
closer to home.

The most common reaction to people
coming to SERH is stunned silence.
The house faces north–west, with every
room offering a spectacular view of
Pegasus Bay—a popular surfing spot.
There’s also a beautiful house chapel,
large kitchen, living area, and separate
accommodation annex out back.
In total, the house can sleep up to
12 people at a time.

The world’s first Christian
‘Surf Monastery’ is looking
for residents.
If you are interested email
sister.e.retreat@gmail.com or
call Eddie on 022 563 6879

The Surf Monastery will have a unique
rhythm of life. Each day will look
something like this:
• 5am — 6:30am: Dawn Surf (optional)
• 7am — 12pm: Morning prayer/
meditation, breakfast, work.
• 12pm — 6pm: Midday prayer/
meditation, lunch, surfing,
hiking, creating.
• 6pm — 9pm: Evening prayer and
meditation, dinner, evening surf.

• However, you don’t necessarily
need to be a Christian or a surfer.
If spending a month focusing on your
spiritual life in an idyllic location
sounds like your idea of heaven, then
we’d like to hear from you!
• For those wanting to join the
Surf Monastery who don’t have
four weeks to spare, there will also
be the option of booking a room for
shorter stays.
• Keep an eye on our website for more
details: www.sistereretreat.com

Eddie O'Connor is the director of Sister Eveleen
Retreat House and a freelance writer. He moved
to Christchurch from Wellington in 2019 to
complete a Master's of Writing at the University of
Canterbury and currently divides his time between
the retreat house and his writing vocation. He is
particularly interested in contemplative practices in
Christianity and how we can restore ancient forms
of faith to the modern world. Eddie attends
St Saviours’ at Holy Trinity Church in Lyttelton.
Our Story | Words — Eddie O’Connor
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Bishop Peter Carrell’s
Presidential Address to Synod
Friday 11 September 2020 (via Zoom)
Every synod is a pause in the life of a diocese: a moment to pause,
review, and ask whether we are heading in the right direction —
the direction, that is, which is faithful to the call of Jesus.

1.

Gratitude:

Praise and thanks to God who
continues to work among us and with us.
Much thanks to those who have done so
much for the Diocese, the many people,
clerical and lay, paid and unpaid, elected
or appointed, who have worked so hard
over the past year and who make the
Diocese of Christchurch what it is.

Special

2.

Disaffiliation:

A year on the consequences remain
with us, but we applaud the significant
commitment on the part of several
ministry units to move forward into a
new future.

3.

Recovery:

Through 2019-2020 great progress
has been made on our Recovery
Programme most of which will be
completed by 31 March 2021. A few
projects will take a few more months to
complete and few are on hold due to a
shortfall in funds. I want to acknowledge
the hard work CPT, parishes, vestry and
Board members have put into making
things happen. Additionally, this year
the Reinstatement of the Cathedral
has included progress on the Concept
Design and the beginning of Stabilization
Work on the building itself. Later in
October we will be able to share publicly
the full 100% concept design and the
estimated costs associated with that.

4.

5.

Royal Commission:

6.

Our life together:

Research into past complaints has
been a significant amount of work this
year. Thank you to all those involved
within our Diocese, including our
Chancellor, Jeremy Johnson and thanks
to Wynn Williams, which represents the
collective entities of our church, for their
collating of information and engaging
with the Commission on behalf of the
Province.

A huge number of people in our
Diocese quietly get on with the tasks
God has assigned to us. It is a privilege
to meet so many of you, to talk about
what God is doing among you, and
then as bishop to leave your ministry
unit, knowing that the work continues
faithfully because of your responsibility
and dedication to the work of Christ in
the world.

7.

The COVID-19 Pandemic:

The pandemic in our globe and
nation has had enormous effects on
our mission and ministry operations. I
acknowledge with gratitude to God the
wonderful way in which our Diocese has
risen to the challenge of the Lockdown,
and varying levels. We have been a

Volunteers preparing food parcels for the day ahead.

“team of five million” Kiwis during the
pandemic working together in the midst
of much division in the world around us.
The economic pain of the Pandemic was
felt very sharply by the City Mission with
unprecedented demand for food parcels
and other services. As well, Anglican
Care has cared for our city during the
pandemic in a variety of ways. Thanks
to Moka Ritchie, Matthew Mark, Patrick
Murray, and all the Anglican Care team
serving others in the spirit of Jesus.
Every interaction brings opportunity
to be involved in the reconciliation
ministry of Christ who poured out
compassion and love on the last, the
least and the lost.

Property and Mission:

Last year we talked about how we
might better deploy assets across our
Diocese for a better focused mission.
It’s important that every ministry unit
thinks of the needs of other ministry
units, not just their own. And indeed
some have been taking initiatives to give
to other ministry units already. During
the past year some surplus properties
have been sold to reinvest in ministry
and thus lighten the building portfolio in
the Diocese.
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COVID-19 Lockdown meant the City Mission was in unprecedented high demand, but didn’t
have the workers for distribution. A solution was found when the men from CM’s emergency
accommodation volunteered to help out. What a serendipitous missional opportunity!

Special Synod Presidential Address | Words — Bishop Peter Carrell

What didn’t we do?

1.

Strategic Measurement Goal:

2.

Climate Change Goal:

Last year synod asked for a report
from the Diocesan Manager about
specific actions the Diocese has taken;
information from parishes about what
they are doing; and that we would lobby
local government to get real traction in
the issue. The honest truth is that very
little has been achieved. Each ministry
unit was to appoint a “climate change
champion” and report back to us who
that person was, but this has had little
uptake to date. However, Covid-19 has
meant that a number of committees
and boards are lessening the number of
face-to-face meetings and using Zoom
instead. Paper copies of agendas and
papers are now minimal as most items
are online. (Our current Zoom Synod is
also an example of this trend.) Thus, in
some small but measurable and practical
ways, the Diocese is reducing its carbon
footprint.

3.

Vicarage Design Review:

The request for this work, which
included a report back to Synod, has
also not happened. We still need to do
this work but we hope the delay will lead
to greater clarity about what we need
to achieve.

The full, official text of the Address is
available on our website on the Diocesan
Synod 2020 page: www.anglicanlife.org.nz/
about-us/diocesan-synod-2020
This version is a summary of key content
revised lightly, specifically for AnglicanLife.

Special

A year ago I said I would measure
(by attendance and profiling) how
we are doing on Regeneration of the
Diocese through this decade, in 2020,
2025, and 2030. COVID-19 has affected
our ability to do this so we will do it in
2021-22 instead.

Bishop Peter’s three strategic themes of Discipleship, Families and Communities are critical if we are
to regenerate the Diocese by becoming a vibrant missional church.

The Vision for
Regeneration Revisited:

Last year in my Presidential Address
I asked, “What kind of Diocese will
we be in 2030?” I explained that I was
looking for increased numbers of those
under 60 years worshipping in our
parishes, growth in numbers overall, and
testimonies that reflect us as a missional
church. I am looking for a diocese in
which God is glorified and the Gospel
is proclaimed vibrantly in word and in
deed. I introduced three new strategic
themes to support this regeneration:
Making Disciples, Supporting Families,
and Enriching Communities. A year later
these themes remain vital.

New Mission Action Plan:

However, to further develop our
decision-making with strategic intent,
a motion is being proposed which if
agreed will lead to a working group
drafting a Diocesan Mission Action
Plan to be brought to Synod for
adoption in 2021. The working group
will need to listen carefully to voices
from across the whole Diocese using
surveys, phone calls, Zoom meetings
with representatives, conversations with
youth, etc.

Thank you for listening, thank you for
praying, thank you for being open to
where the loving heart of God leads us.
Bishop Peter.

Two new announcements:

1.

I am creating a new position in the Diocesan Ministry Team to focus
on Regeneration. I hope to advertise the position soon and make an
appointment effective from early 2021.

2.

I am very pleased to announce that we have a new location for the
Anglican Centre — Cardale House, on Tuam St, belonging to the Parish
of Christchurch St Michael’s. There is still strengthening work to be done
and fit out. We hope to be there in mid-2021, but at least by Nov 2021.
Special Synod Presidential Address | Words — Bishop Peter Carrell
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Cathedral Project Progress
We are reinstating Christ Church Cathedral, built to
the Glory of God, for all people, at the heart of our city—
for us and for future generations.
Project Vision:
To reinstate Christ Church Cathedral,
this Whare Karakia Pihope, to the glory
of God, as an awe-inspiring symbol of
life, regeneration and healing, and as a
testament to what can be achieved by
people working together.

Captured

(Left) In April
2020 just prior
to work starting
and (below) in
July 2020 with
workers onsite,
port–a–com and
equipment
beginning
to make the
site ready for
stabilisation
works. What a
Transformation.
It’s all Go!

Spot the
three
different
cranes?
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Captured

| Information supplied by Annemarie Mora CCRL Communications

The Site and Worker Blessing
in May heralded the start of “visible”
works onsite.
Protecting Heritage Features:
weatherproofing or removal and
safekeeping for items that need to be
protected or removed for the “works” to
go ahead: the Wigram Wall; the Turret
(Sth porch); and securing portions of the
roof that were not weathertight.

Left taking down
wigram. Below
relocating turret.

Captured

Far left and
below: Securing
the roof.

The flag artwork was
done by students
from The Cathedral
Grammar School.

Captured

| Information supplied by Annemarie Mora CCRL Communications
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Stabalisation
To stabilise the building, make it safe for workers and to prevent any further damage, steel support frames are being placed in
critical locations and safety cages for workers are being used.
Left and Below: the safety cage.

Captured
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Captured

| Information supplied by Annemarie Mora CCRL Communications

To see a video of the
project manager, Keith,
talking about pouring
this concrete, go to
the Reinstating Christ
Church Cathedral
Facebook page.
Left: Pouring concrete foundations for the steel
support frames.

Captured

What will it look like?
• The West Porch will be very similar to what was before but slightly larger,
more open, and welcoming.
• The seating possibilities will be flexible including an option of seating in the round.
• There will be a lift (for accessibility) as well as a staircase in the tower.
• There will be a vestry for Chapter,
—
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Who are we?
Our people, a mixture of
Diocesan, CCRT and CCRL
staff, work diligently and
creatively to do the rebuild or
tell everyone about the rebuild
and how it’s going. Left to
Right: Back row: Annemarie
Mora (CCRL Communications),
Bishop Peter, Keith Paterson
(Project Manager), Tom Brady
(Special Counsel Fundraising)
and Erin Reeve (Fundraising
Campaign Manager). Front
row: Dean Lawrence and
Victoria Henstock (Executive
Director, CCRT).

Captured

| Information supplied by Annemarie Mora CCRL Communications
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Another Synod Zooms By
Jo Bean interviews Edwin Boyce,
Diocesan Manager, and Bishop
Peter about the Synod held on
11 September and the new
normal of ‘Zoom’–ing in.
The Corona virus, lockdown and
changing Alert Levels have meant that
work places have had to adapt to new
ways of doing things including new
technologies. This year’s Synod was held
virtually using Zoom as its platform.

Q

Tell me about the tension of
preparing for a 200+ person
synod gathering while waiting for
Level one but being prepared for
Level two?

A

We started thinking about
zoom several weeks before,
Bishop about three weeks out, as we
began to realise a virtual
synod was on the cards, or at least
needed to be considered. Then after
investigation into the logistics of it, two
weeks out we decided to jump so that
the Diocese had some certainty about
what was happening. People needed to
organise accommodation, catering,
travel, etc and it was best to just cut
down the risk of last minute altered
arrangements, and hold it virtually by
Zoom even if we were in fact in Level 1
by then.

A

Dialogue

The practicalities of conducting
a formal process by Zoom
Edwin needed fast investigation.
How do you count votes? How
to you get 200+ people to link into one
place at one time? But it was all solvable.

The new Diocesan Monitor, Rev’d David Coster,
zooming in to introduce himself to the Diocese.
Credit: AnglicanLife
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Dialogue

The Top Table: Alex Summerlee, Vice Chancellor; Bishop Peter Carrell, President; Jeremy Johnson,
Chancellor (retiring). Credit: AnglicanLife

Q
A

Does Zoom cost much?

No. The Diocese is fortunate to
have a very good deal on the
Edwin commercial Zoom so it wasn’t
expensive but using the
commercial product meant we could run
the meeting for longer than 45 mins (the
maximum time period on the free
version of Zoom).

Q

So tell me about the logistics
of 200+ people across a large
Diocese accessing zoom.
What were the technical
difficulties and challenges?

A

Yes there were some. We
ran a training session for
Edwin those less familiar, we
decided how to count
the votes—they came in two
different ways: if you were on a
single screen ie one person one
device, you used the voting button
in Zoom and sent it that way. If you
were on a single device but several
people, you counted the votes and
sent it in on the chat feature. I had
to count fast but it worked well.
Another good feature of Zoom
is that you can Spotlight people
when speaking ie you can find their

Image among the crowd and bring it to
the foreground so all can see only that
screen for that time. Zoom has features
that allowed us to quickly find the
speaker and Spotlight them.
We had a person to queue and run the
presentations various groups presented.
That also had its own hiccups when
video is added, for example, or slides are
advanced too quickly and it’s hard to get
back, but again all of this just requires a
bit of patience and generosity.

A

We understand that another
Diocese had a rule that each
Bishop Synod member had to be on a
separate device and no
“watch parties” were allowed. We were a
little less formal and said we could deal
with multiple parties on one screen. It
made it harder to count the votes, but
we managed. And people appreciated
being allowed to congregate in parish
groups.

Q
A

What are the great things about
using Zoom?

Zoom is good to congregate a
large group virtually when
Bishop social distancing and travel
restrictions make it
impossible to meet physically. But from
a “Top Table” point of view, the energy
expended was no less on Zoom.

However, we knew a full two-day Synod
on Zoom would be too tiring, so we cut it
to one day, which most people were
thankful for.

A

From a Synod’s person
(attendee’s) point of view,
Bishop viewing presentations is easy
and viewing is never
obstructed. So it’s a kind medium for
presentations. And it provides a slightly
relaxed atmosphere not so formal or
nerve-wracking—easier for the less
confident to have their say without being
confronted with a huge very visible
audience of their peers.
And in some ways it cost less. Less for
individuals attending as they didn’t
have to pay a registration fee to cover
expenses. There will be a small fee for
parishes than normal as we still had
some minor costs to cover.
But from another point of view, the local
economy missed out as we didn’t engage
people to cater and to clean etc as we
normally would.

Q
A

How did it go on the day?

Well. Yes, there were a couple
of technical issues, but all
and staff played
Edwin participants
their part, all joined in, and all
had the opportunity to participate.
I was pleased with the day.
We achieved a lot useful
bills, motions,
Bishop business;
and presentations.

Q
A

Gareth Bezett, Theology House, head Scrutineer, getting ready to
verify the vote talleys as they came in. Credit: AnglicanLife

What kind of feedback did
you get?

I have received a good amount
of positive feedback. In fact
Edwin one Synod’s person said:
It was their best synod ever!
Now that could have been because it
was shorter, but I’ll take that as a win
any day.

A

I too have had positive
feedback. Although I will be
Bishop honest and say that as good
as the day was, I won’t rush to
use it for another synod unless contact
and travel restrictions are still with us.
That’s because there were some aspects
of synod we definitely missed. We
missed the fellowship and congenial
discussions and debates over coffee and
meals. We missed the corporate
worship, a hallmark of our Anglican faith.

Q

How did rural parishes get
along that might have
connectivity issues?

A

As far as we are
aware, there were
Edwin no connectivity
issues. People on
the West Coast were there
as well as other rural areas.

A

The workers, not all visible but all working hard to make
Synod 2020 go smoothly: the Minute taker, PowerPoint
operator, IT support and Diocesan Manager.
Credit: AnglicanLife

And in this rapidly
changing landscape,
Bishop fibre is coming to
more and more
places in NZ, so we hope
moving forward connectivity
is not a significant issue.
However we acknowledge
that Synod by Zoom is not
easy to join from the
Chatham Islands.

Q

Is Zoom something you will add
into the arsenal of technologies
for future use? Or will Zoom be
ditched once we get back to Level 1 and
beyond?

A

As I mentioned earlier, if I don’t
have to, I’d rather not do a
Bishop Zoom Synod again. But I can
see us having a brief Synod
session to deal with particular issue by
Zoom. Perhaps over time we will develop
a hybrid version—a Zoom and face–to–
face combo—I can certainly see this
evolution happening.

Q
A

Any additional comments you
want to make?

Q

Just to finish off, can you tell me
one of the funny moments you
had on Zoom at Synod?

It’s always good to be able to
meet for Holy Communion as a
Bishop Synod. This year there was no
Eucharist, but we had an
Evening Prayer Service (with only the
participants present) that was
livestreamed. It was good, but not the
same as breaking bread together.

A

Yes we had the usual “you need
to unmute yourself” scenarios
Edwin which can be quite funny
depending on how long they
take to figure it out, and indeed if they
can figure it out without assistance.

A

And from my end I was both
taken aback and amused by the
Bishop comment that the Zoom
participants could hear our
Top Table mutterings between motions
or when waiting for voting numbers to
arrive. We didn’t realise the mic was
so sensitive!

Dialogue
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A

We farewelled a few
on the day (Jeremy
Johnson—Chancellor
and Rev’d Bruce
Hansen—Diocesan
Monitor). Personally,
I felt no more tired
than if I had attended
a physical synod,
so that was great.

What Do You Stand For?
I opened my Facebook feed this morning, and my heart sank. A good half of my friends were carping,
complaining, campaigning, deconstructing, tearing down and frankly moaning—mostly at each other.
I know it’s election season, and I agree with some (or many) of their causes, and as those of you who
have seen the video of me haranguing the March for Life with passionate intensity can attest, I don’t
mind a good campaign. But I closed Facebook meditating on something that has come to sound
increasingly important to me: the importance of building things.
I don’t mean Anglican buildings, in the
CPT “what a lovely building” sense. I
mean loving something, a cause, a place,
a group of people—enough to build it, to
foster it, to tend it, to plant it, to love it.
I want to hear what people love, where
their spiritual home is, what they would
sacrifice to repair, what they are for not
just what they want to pull down.
I spent four years writing a doctoral
thesis about Anglican building (no, don’t
worry, this won’t be a seminar). It’s not
about buildings (which as we know,
can sometimes not stay up). It’s about
spiritual buildings, the tending of sacred
community. The Anglican reformers
(yes, women too) spent quite a lot of
time explaining why they thought the
brick and mortar wasn’t enough, quite a
lot of time explaining what they thought
would enrich community. Here’s what
they thought grew people who love.
First, Cranmer argues for the absolute
and primary importance of the Bible.
It’s partly because the Bible gives us
knowledge of God, but also because,

we have read, “marked and inwardly
he argues, it “reads” us, as much as we
digested”. Likewise, our conversation
read it. From it, argues the wonderful
should become less marked by carping
Marguerite of Navarre, we get a
and complaining, and more by mutual
picture of ourselves as we really are:
edification, prayer, and the giving of
dilapidated, glorious, drooping and
thanks. If this sounds stuffy to you, recall
patchy. Conscious of our own sins, we
bring to our dealings with other people a to mind how restful it can be to turn off
genuinely earnest grasp of how much we noise, and to let oneself breathe—to turn
need them—and how much we all need
to what we’re for.
to be forgiven. The function of seeing
Lastly (because most important) the
the dirt on your face isn’t shame, but a
English reformers sternly repeat the
genuine and generous humility, which
recognises how much sinful people need warning of Psalm 127, which our Prayer
Book still calls Nisi dominus frustra:
the grace God gives, need each other—
“without the Lord, (we build) in vain”.
and the loving embrace of the Church.
Without sticking close to Jesus, who
we meet both in the Scripture and in
Secondly, if we are committed to “godly
the poor, without letting Him read us,
lives and conversation”, enriching our
comfort us, judge us, encourage and
communities requires allegiance to a
challenge us, we do end up with frustra:
couple of key “performance indicators”.
bloody and frustrating noise; the babble
Latimer argues that a truly godly and
of bureaucracy without power, or vague
enscriptured community can be seen
good intent without grace. Anglicans
in the price of bread for the poor, and
have sometimes managed to do better
the state of the poor box in the parish
than that. But only when we turn our
church. This is not to make the Church
eyes from dispute and division towards
into a social work agency, but a key test
Jesus—and build.
of precisely how much of the Scripture

Theological Thoughts

Rev’d Dr John Fox is part of the leadership
team at the Sumner-Redcliffs Parish. John
was raised in Westport, Christchurch and
North Canterbury, and comes originally
from a Pentecostal background. He has
been an academic, worked in family and
community restoration, public policy, and
children’s and youth work, as well as stints
in pastoral care for students and disabled
people. He is a trustee of Elevate, the
Christian Disability Trust, a vocal opponent
of euthanasia being legalised, an uncle,
brother, son, grandson and friend. He
specialises in good coffee, teaching adults
to read, music, and slow food.
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Global Dispatch

Community Inspiring Community
A lesson from Northern Uganda
Acts 2:43-47 says, “All the believers lived in a wonderful harmony, holding everything in
common. They sold whatever they owned and pooled their resources so that each person’s need
was met. They followed a daily discipline of worship in the Temple followed by meals at home,
every meal a celebration, exuberant and joyful, as they praised God. People in general liked what
they saw. Every day their number grew as God added those who were saved.”
We don’t need to look far to see how
to enrich a community. The almost
utopian template of the early church
should both inspire us and chill us to the
bone. It inspires us because the early
Christians practiced all aspects of a
healthy community. Deep fellowship—
check. Justice for the struggling—check.
Vibrancy and growth—check. 100 years
after this was written, the community
of “The Way” grew 100 or even 1000
fold. Yet it should also chill us, as early
church practice seems foreign, distant
and perhaps even unattainable.
Because for most of us, this kind of
community is far from our present
day reality. We call our church a
“community,” but often we’re fooling
ourselves. Many of us don’t know where
most of our congregation lives and
we’ve probably only broken bread in the
homes of a few of our church friends.
We often aren’t aware who is struggling
most in our church, and even when we
are aware, it usually feels awkward to
help. When was the last time someone

Nurse Innocent with the first patient at Mede
Credit: Supplied

in your church sold their second house
and bought one for a congregation
member who struggled to pay the rent
every week? This wasn’t anything special
in the early church, just the norm.
Enriching your community isn’t easy
here in Uganda either, but some of our
nurses do an amazing job. When you
are a lone nurse in a remote village,
you are defined by how you enter the
community. There are no walls or fences
here. Conventional medical ethics like
patient boundaries and privacy fade
away, what matters is the trust and
confidence you inspire. Your patients
also sell you charcoal, fry your mandazis
(fried bread), and become your friends.
Emmanuel, our OneDay Health manager
remembers the “spiritual darkness” he
encountered the first time he entered a
remote village called Mede. By 10:00am
many young men were already drunk
beside the main road. He asked where
the nearest church was, but people just
looked around and shrugged. A perfect
place to launch a OneDay Health center.
We gave Nurse Innocent the huge
responsibility of managing Mede Health
Center, and he was more than up to the
task. When you enter the clinic, you
instantly know what he’s about—there
are 4 bibles stacked on his desk right
next to the blood pressure machine.
Within six months he had started a
church which prays in a small hut behind
the health center, which has grown to
20 faithful who break bread together

Nurse Innocent and Emma (Emmanuel)
with the health center equipment before
the launch in Mede of the OneDay Health
Centre. Credit: Supplied

twice a week. They raise small amounts
of money to help each other with food,
pots and pans. Nurse Innocent and
the small church in Mede has found a
way, against the odds to forge a church
community which inspires our wider
community. A community which points
towards a better way. People like what
they see.
To enrich our wider communities on any
scale, we first need to re-forge the kind
of church life we see in Acts. Before we
as a church think about “reaching out”,
we first need to look within. Perhaps we
can start with a deep dive, verse by verse
through this inspirational Acts passage
and see how we can go back, to go
forward. When someone from our wider
community encounters our church, do
they “like what they see”?

Dr Nick Laing and OneDay Health Centres
Nick and his wife Tessa are mission partners
with NZCMS who live and work in Gulu,
Northern Uganda. Nick works as a doctor
two days a week, manages 10 rural health
centers for the Diocese of Northern Uganda,
and founded the OneDay Health Center
enterprise which has launched 15 small
OneDay Health centers in remote rural
areas which previously had no access to
healthcare. The committed nurses who
operate these health centers are trained
and equipped to treat 30 common and

dangerous medical conditions which plague
communities in remote rural Uganda like
malaria and pneumonia. They are set up to
be sustainable long term, with the medicines
paid for by low patient fees. So far these
OneDay Health centers have treated over
50,000 patients including over 22,000
|with malaria. You can read more from
Nick and Tessa at www.ugandapanda.com
and learn about OneDay health at
www.onedayhealth.org or on facebook.

Global Dispatch

| Words — Dr Nick Laing
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Democratic Decisions On Death And Dope
The 2020 Referendum Questions
Alongside this year’s general election, New Zealanders are being asked to vote on two referendums.
It’s very important to note that both these referendums are about specific legislation, not about euthanasia or
cannabis in general. In the case of the End of Life Choices Act, parliament has passed the legislation but it will
only come into effect if more than half of the votes cast are in favour. In the case of the Cannabis Legalisation
and Control Bill, the legislation has not yet been considered by parliament but a draft bill has been prepared.
The result of the End of Life Choices referendum will be binding. The result of the Cannabis Legalisation and
Control referendum will be only be indicative to the incoming parliament. Both pieces of legislation are publicly
available and a very brief summary is provided below.
The End of Life Choices Act
Background:

What it does:

Those who agree:

Those who don’t agree:

This act was introduced as
a private member’s bill by
ACT leader David Seymour.
There were extensive hearings
conducted by the select
committee and there were a
large number of submissions
from the public. Parliament
passed the bill that includes
a provision for a binding
referendum. If a majority of
eligible voters tick in favour of
the act in the referendum it will
come into effect twelve months
later. If there is not a majority
in favour, the law will remain as
it is.

The act makes provision for
somebody who has been
diagnosed with a terminal
illness that is likely to end their
lives within six months and
is experiencing unbearable
suffering to request medical
assistance to end their lives.
The act requires that the
person’s doctor and another,
independent doctor ensure
that the person is eligible
for assisted dying under the
act’s provisions and are not
subject to coercion. Eligibility
includes such factors as
mental competence to make
this decision. A lethal dose of
medication would be taken
in the presence of a medical
professional.

Proponents of the act believe
that it provides a way to ease
the suffering of those people
who are experiencing the
final stages of painful and
debilitating medical conditions.
As the name of the act suggests,
it is considered appropriate
that individuals should have
the ability to choose to end
their suffering. Safeguards have
been built into the legislation to
ensure that the person is making
the choice freely.

There is opposition to
euthanasia in general and
this view generally holds that
no legislation that allows for
assisted dying is appropriate.
Such views might be
characterised as philosophical
or moral and are reflected in
the official positions of some
churches. Other opposition is
more specific to the legislation
itself. Many of the submissions
from medical professional
were opposed to the bill as
ending a life is considered by
many as unethical for medical
professionals. There is concern
that the safeguards are not
sufficient to prevent people
from feeling obligated to
ease the burden of their own
suffering for their friends
and family.

Cannabis Legalisation and Control Bill
Background:

What it does:

Those who agree:

Those who don’t agree:

The proposed bill makes the
possession of small quantities of
cannabis for personal use legal
and provides a legal framework
for the manufacture and supply
of cannabis to be regulated.
The legal framework allows
producers and retail premises to
be licensed. The bill also makes
provision for the potency of
the psychoactive substances
in cannabis to be limited. The
incoming government will
have the option to put this
bill or something similar to
the new parliament. This is
technically not dependent on
the outcome of the referendum
and consultation with the public
via a select committee process
would be likely.

The intent of the proposed
legislation is to reduce
the harm associated with
cannabis use. Removing the
penalties from personal use
of cannabis is intended to
reduce enforcement costs
and the harm associated with
convictions and the necessity
of association with criminal
suppliers. Making cannabis legal
is intended to make accessing
support for addictions and
other problems easier and
to permit wider study of the
effects of the drug.

Supporters of this approach
believe that prohibition of
cannabis is not effective in
reducing cannabis use and the
harm associated with it. It is
particularly concerning that
the current law appears to be
applied unevenly with Māori
users of cannabis more likely to
be arrested and convicted than
their non-Māori counterparts.
Prohibition means that the
supply of cannabis is controlled
and profited from by criminal
groups. The proposed bill
intends to remove this revenue
stream from gangs and remove
the need for cannabis users to
interact with them.

Opponents of the proposed
legislation believe that a
liberalisation of drug laws
sends the wrong message to
the community. Cannabis is a
harmful drug and is associated
with psychological problems in
a significant minority of users
especially those who begin
to use it while young. The
proposed legislation allows
the licensing of producers
who intend to profit from it,
which opponents suggest will
incentivise them to increase
cannabis use in the community.
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Read All About It: Mission,
Death and Intrigue…
The Final Choice
End of Life Suffering: Is Assisted Dying
the Answer?
By Caralise Trayes — Kiwi journalist on the
hunt for the truth. Reviewed by Marjorie
Smart, Fendalton Parish.
The author notes the enormity and
seriousness of the proposed End of
Life Choice Bill on which we will be
voting in the October election, and
clearly separates facts from fallacy.
She researched widely—from personal
accounts; a history of the Act and how
it would work; medical perspectives;
legal thoughts; ethical dilemmas;
international comparisons; and
religious responses. This broad study
is presented very
clearly in fairly
short sections and
is easy to follow.
I strongly
recommend it.
This is available in
paperback and on
e-reader from www.
thefinalchoice.nz

King Solomon’s Deadly Legacy
A novel
By John Fergusson (Auckland)
Publisher: Koehler Books
Reviewed by Jo and Allan Bean
Jesus taught in parables, so John
Fergusson paints a picture of King
Solomon—his height of glory and his
decline—in this easy–to-read novel.
We didn’t want to put it down.
The main character, Simon, is an
accidental ‘Time Traveller’ who
also happens to be a plant biologist.
Desperate to find a medicinal herb that
could cure his daughter of cancer, he
hightails it off on a research journey.
Following a weird near-death experience,
he wakes to find himself in a different
time and place where he meets with
a vibrant young Prince Solomon on a
trading journey.
Jumping backwards and forwards in
time happens on several occasions, but
the Solomon Simon meets each time,
is less, somehow. He’s older, focussed
on expansion, building, and on making
trade partners, as he fails to follow God’s
ways. Without giving away the end,

Simon’s family back
home don’t take well
to Dad’s random
disappearances
and this causes
significant
marriage issues.
John Fergusson weaves together
both narratives well—the intriguing
history of Solomon juxtaposed
with the complexities of a modern
family under stress. Despite the
vast differences in culture and
beliefs, it becomes apparent that
human nature doesn’t change until
they encounter the living God. We
were left with a conviction that
teaching our faith to our children
is of paramount importance as
one generation succeeds another.
Although a novel, there are lessons
for everyone in this book.

Arts

The next four books were reviewed by the Theology House
Librarian, Sarah Dunning. They are available from the Anglican
Resource Centre collection in the Anglican Centre
The New Parish: How Neighborhood
Churches Are Transforming Mission,
Discipleship and Community
By Sparks, Soerens and Friesen
With a broad concept of the ‘local’
parish this book delves into the
importance of interconnection and
belonging in a community. It’s a holistic
vision, of interaction and collaboration
not just within a congregation, but
between church groups for the good
of all living there. It encourages
Christians to use their talents, skills and
possessions to further the Kingdom—
caring for the place where we are, with
the gifts God has given us.
The Kingdom Assignment:
What Will You Do with the Talents
God Has Given You?
By Danny and Leesa Bellesi
A challenging and inspiring example of
how God blesses the outcome when
we view our talents and resources as
part of God’s Kingdom. 100 people
were given $100 by their pastor and

sent out on a ‘Kingdom Assignment’ to
bless their community. They discovered
that the effects were significantly out
of proportion to the original investment
bringing the exciting message that God
can use us beyond our expectations
when we listen for God’s prompting and
use our gifts to follow through.

These books (1-4) were reviewed by the
Theology House Librarian, Sarah Dunning.
They are available from the Anglican Resource
Centre collection at Theology House library in
the Anglican Centre.

God's Belongers: How people
engage with God today and how
the church can help

Creative Mission: Over 50 ideas for
special days, celebrations, festivals,
community-based projects and
seasonal activities

By David W. Walker

By Rona Orme

This book examines different ways of
belonging to the 21st century church.
It describes four ways people come to
belong: through relationship, place,
events and activities—and shows that
often the people who belong are actually
a far wider and a more varied group than
those who turn up to formal services.
It identifies different ways we interact
and process information, and offers
insight into how the church can relate
to and minister effectively in its local
community today.

A book full of ideas for encouraging links
between churches and neighbourhood
families. The varied plans are designed
to be useful to large and small churches,
both as part of a service or in other
contexts like social or fundraising events.
The ideas are easily arranged in four
seasonal sections, with an index of
topics which also link with non-church
events such as Father’s Day. Each has an
introduction, referenced Bible readings,
prayer, activities and suggestions for
extending the theme. This resource
comes in two volumes.

Arts
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